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Abstract— An applock is a security feature that sits above your other apps. It prevents access to your apps without a password. For 

instance, if you have an applock on Facebook, people can’t get into your Facebook app without the password. It works a lot like a lock 

screen on your phone. People can’t enter your phone without the proper password. An applock does that, except for individual apps. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

     Since the launch of the first Android phone in 2008, this mobile operating system has gained popularity amongst the masses. 

By September 2012, there were around 6,75,000 applications available for the Android platform. Android Application 

Development is a process by which applications are designed for the Android mobile platform, usually using the Android 

Software development kit (SDK). An android SDK has multiple tools for designing: a debugger, libraries, handset emulator 

based on QEMU, sample codes, tutorials and documentation. 

There is a bit of confusion around the subject. That’s mostly because every operating system is a little different. Most 

desktop operating systems don’t have one installed by default. Likewise, most mobile operating systems don’t either. iOS is the 

only exception to the rule. You can set up restricted access to apps through the General Settings. It’s not something that 

generally comes with whatever operating system you’re using. Most operating systems require you to download a third party 

app to get this functionality. 

     That’s it, really. The premise is extremely simple. You set up the applock for the apps you want to keep private. From that 

point forward, entering those apps requires a password of some sort. It can be a good way to keep prying eyes out of your social 

media, your kids out of whatever app store you have, and keep friends out of your photos. 

 

II. EASE OF USE 

A. Working 

We present an application  called applock using android studio. Our project enables us unlock an   application by PIN , which 

is has been given as an input by the user. Features of the application can be accessed only if the right credentials are entered. 

B. Android Studio 

Android Studio is the official integrated development environment (IDE) for Android application development. It is based on 

the IntelliJ IDEA, a Java integrated development environment for software, and incorporates its code editing and developer 

tools. 

To support application development within the Android operating system, Android Studio uses a Gradle-based build system, 

emulator, code templates, and Github integration. Every project in Android Studio has one or more modalities with source code 

and resource files. These modalities include Android app modules, Library modules, and Google App Engine modules. 

Android Studio uses an Instant Push feature to push code and resource changes to a running application. A code editor assists 

the developer with writing code and offering code completion, refraction, and analysis. Applications built in Android Studio are 

then compiled into the APK format for submission to the Google Play Store. 

Requirements for android studio: 

• Microsoft® Windows® 7/8/10 (32- or 64-bit) 

• 3 GB RAM minimum, 8 GB RAM recommended; plus 1 GB for the Android Emulator 

• 2 GB of available disk space minimum, 

• 1280 x 800 minimum screen resolution 
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1) Android Studio:  It replaced Eclipse as the official IDE for Android App Development. Android Studio, based on IntelliJ 

IDEA was announced on Google I/O 2013, and it provides many tools for creating apps on all types of Android 

devices.Android Studio allows you to code your apps (checking errors and file hierarchy) and test them using Android 

Virtual Device Manager. 

      It works as a smart code editor so you can write better code in less time. Its flexible compilation system helps you to 

integrate libraries to your projects and improve your app performance. It also includes Image Asset Studio, which is 

useful to generate your own app icons. Android studio has worked as the foundation for applock. With the help of the 

tools and its library it generates an apk that has to be installed into the android device without any other trouble. 
 

2) Corona SDK:  A cross-platform framework focused on 2D games development, however, it can be used to create other 

types of apps. Corona SDK uses Lua, a programming Language “super easy to learn” as they quote. It also provides a 

real-time simulator to test your apps. 

      Created by Corona Labs, it is a  tool . The SDK works as a simulator for our project before the apk is generated the 

program is checked on a simulator by this tool . There is a different SDK for each android system and play a different 

role for each system. 

 
3) The Java Tutorials:  As you know, a large part of Android uses Java so you need to learn as much as you can about it. 

Android application are formed on with the help java. In this project most of the files i.e create_password.java, 

New_password.java ,  splash_activity.java .In order to create an android app the user must need to have knowledge on 

JAVA that can be obtained from the internet. 

 

4) GenyMotion:  A highly-recommended alternative for Android Studio’s Virtual Device Manager when it comes to testing 

apps and debugging. The main difference between them could be  the greater speed of Geny Motion, its stability and 

performance gets you closer to the experience you’d have from a real device. 

     GenyMotion is utilized when the AMD in the computer is not supported by the computer due to technical issues . We 

have used GenyMotion in the project to debug the program with any errors. AMD is always accepted over GenyMotion 

because it gives a real device like approach to the user during testing. 

 
5) Android Libraries: Being Android the great community it is, you can easily search and find lines of code you can use 

some way to build your app. Moreover, you can add libraries to your application and facilitate your work as a developer. 

The libraries are used to help in easing the work of the developer. The libraries hold data of codes like dataset that can be 

used . In this project libraries were used to create the front end of the application . It eases the work of the developers 

There are several libraries you could make use of and each one of them has different purposes, such as improving 

compatibilities, providing additional convenience classes, or support across more devices .Some of these libraries 

include Retrofit, Glide, ButterKnife, Universal Image Loader, Awesome Android Libraries, Picasso or Eventbus, just to 

name a few.   
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Fig. 1  Android Studio 

III. AUTHENTICATION 

     The application requires a password that is given by the user when is the application is opened first time after that every 

time the user acceses the application the password is required to unlock other applications.The user can even change the 

password for the application first entering the right password and then the application ask for the new password and 

confirms the new password. 

 

                                                         
 

Fig. 2  Output 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
     Thus, we have forth an application that replicates the work of an applock. The Applock application is unique and it provides 

security via 2 step verification. Generating a pin code with a random 4-digit code provides the 2-step verification.  

     Selecting and deselecting the app to lock and unlock apps. The Applock application aims to make the app data safe and 

secure. It is used in day to day life. It basically provides security of data and help the user to keep it safe from other users. Thus, 

we have developed and implemented Applock application. 
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